Umbrella sampling Monte Carlo simulations are used to calculate free energy barriers to homogeneous liquid-vapor nucleation in the superheated Lennard-Jones fluid. The calculated free energy barriers decrease with increased superheating and vanish at the spinodal curve. A statistical geometric analysis reveals the existence of two types of voids: Small interstitial cavities, which are present even in the equilibrium liquid, and much larger cavities that develop as the system climbs the nucleation free energy barrier. The geometric analysis also shows that the average cavity size within the superheated liquid is a function of density but not of temperature. The critical nucleus for the liquid-vapor transition is found to be a large system-spanning cavity that grows as the free energy barrier is traversed. The weblike cavity is nonspherical at all superheatings studied here, suggesting a phenomenological picture quite different from that of classical nucleation theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fundamental knowledge of the transformation of the liquid state of matter into the vapor phase is far from complete. Important questions remain, both about the molecular mechanisms that trigger the liquid-vapor transition, as well as on the rates at which these elementary processes occur. [1] [2] [3] This amounts to a significant gap in our present understanding of the liquid state, and one which limits our knowledge of phenomena as varied and important as cavitation erosion, 4 sonoluminescence, 5 explosive boiling, 6, 7 and the mechanical strength of liquids. 8 In this paper, we report results of a computational investigation of the energetics and molecular mechanisms of the liquid-vapor transition; this work is part of an ongoing project aimed at improving our fundamental understanding of the rates and mechanisms of this basic phenomenon.
The formation of a vapor phase from a superheated liquid is an activated process, in which a free energy barrier must be overcome in order for the phase transition to occur. This is true for all first-order phase transitions, so long as the starting condition is metastable. Surmounting the free energy barrier amounts to the formation of a critically sized nucleus of the stable phase from within the bulk, metastable mother phase. Once the critical nuclei are formed, they grow spontaneously. Suspended impurities or container walls can provide interfaces that lower the free energy barrier to the formation of critical nuclei. In the absence of such pre-existing interfaces, the formation of critical nuclei occurs by a process known as homogeneous nucleation, a fundamental mechanism of first-order phase transitions. Classical nucleation theory [1] [2] [3] 9 has traditionally provided a qualitative description of the nucleation process by treating nuclei of the stable phase thermodynamically and assuming that such objects are macroscopic in size. A basic goal of the theory is to calculate the nucleation rate, that is to say the rate at which critical nuclei are formed. This important quantity governs the attainable extent of penetration into the coexistence region. In general, the nucleation rate, J, can be written as
͑1͒
where J is the number of critical nuclei formed per unit time per unit volume; A is a kinetic factor which depends only weakly on temperature; ⌬G is the free energy barrier to nucleation, that is to say the reversible work of formation of a critical nucleus; k B is Boltzmann's constant; and T is the temperature. The calculation of J, therefore, entails a kinetic problem ͑determining A͒ and a thermodynamic one ͑deter-mining ⌬G͒. In this paper, we address the latter problem.
For the case of vapor to liquid nucleation, the free energy barrier, as predicted by the classical theory, is given by 10 ⌬Gϭ
where ␥ is the interfacial free energy ͑surface tension͒, which is usually taken to be the same as that for an infinite planar interface; v is the specific volume in the liquid phase; and ⌬ is the difference in chemical potential between the vapor and liquid phases at the given temperature and bulk pressure. The free energy barrier arises as a consequence of two competing effects. On the one side, the formation of the new phase requires the creation of an interface, which is an energetically unfavorable process. The second effect is the change in chemical potential that accompanies the phase transition, which is thermodynamically favorable. One of the crucial assumptions in the development of classical nucleation theory is that the fluid inside the nucleus behaves as if it were a uniform, bulk phase.
It is important to recall that the classical theory, [1] [2] [3] 9 whose basic ideas underlie most discussions of nucleation, was originally developed explicitly for treating liquid droplet formation from supercooled vapors. Furthermore, its basic premise, namely that the critical nucleus is a macroscopic object amenable to thermodynamic treatment, applies only in the proximity of the phase coexistence boundary, that is to say for small degrees of penetration into the metastable regime. The conceptual picture is that liquidlike embryos are formed by local density fluctuations in a supersaturated vapor. Clusters of some critical size serve as nuclei around which the stable phase grows. The key idea is that clusters, or embryos, grow by sequential accretion of single molecules and shrink by single molecule depletion. In other words, embryos of the new phase serve as building blocks for the critical nucleus. In the case of nucleation in superheated liquids, the situation of interest here, key aspects of the above picture appear problematic. While it is easy to picture the formation of cavities by density fluctuations in a superheated liquid, the relation of such objects to critically sized bubbles formed by a sequential, single-molecule process is not obvious. Thus, the very notion of a spherical, macroscopic critical bubble formed by a succession of single-molecule events seems difficult to reconcile with actual processes occurring on a molecular scale. Direct experimental tests of classical nucleation theory predictions have only been possible in the last fifteen years, thanks to the refinement of two techniques, the piston chamber 11 and the thermal diffusion cloud chamber, 12 to the point of allowing the accurate, direct measurement of nucleation rates. So far, this has only been done for droplet nucleation from supercooled vapors. These measurements demonstrate that the classical theory provides an accurate description of the isothermal dependence of the nucleation rate upon supersaturation, but fails to describe the temperature dependence.
From a theoretical perspective, the use of macroscopic and phenomenological arguments to aid in the description of an inherently microscopic process, as in the classical theory, leads to internal inconsistencies, several of which have been debated in the scientific literature [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] without, until recently, 18 satisfactory resolution. An important deficiency of the classical theory is its failure to predict any qualitative change in the behavior of a system as the depth of penetration into the metastable region is increased. In particular, the classical theory does not allow for loss of stability. This requires a detailed treatment of the structure and thermodynamics of the inhomogeneous interface between the embryo and the mother phase, first accomplished by van der Waals, 19 whose approach subsequently became the core of the CahnHilliard theory. 20 In recent years, there have been important advances in the theory of nucleation, mostly on the formation of a liquid phase from a supercooled vapor. McGraw and Laaksonen 21 have shown, using scaling arguments, that the difference between actual and classical barrier heights ͑reversible work of forming a critical nucleus͒ depends on temperature but not on supersaturation. This explains the experimental observations of nucleation rates 11, 12 in supercooled vapors. These authors also showed that the classical theory provides very accurate predictions on the number of molecules in the critical nucleus, an important quantity that is amenable to measurement thanks to the so-called nucleation theorem. 22, 23 The nucleation theorem is an exact relationship between the composition of the critical nucleus and the derivative of the free energy barrier, ⌬G, with respect to the bulk-phase chemical potential of a component in the system. Measurements of the supersaturation dependencies of the nucleation rate 11, 12 then yield, via Eq. ͑1͒ and independent knowledge of A, the composition of the critical nucleus.
Reiss and co-workers have developed the concept of a physically consistent cluster based on a precise definition of what constitutes a molecular cluster. [24] [25] [26] [27] By doing this, the molecular configurations that contribute to the partition function of the inhomogeneous, supercooled vapor can be enumerated, allowing the free energy barrier to liquid droplet formation to be determined, although computer simulation is required to calculate this quantity. 24, 25 In addition, these authors introduced a modified liquid drop theory that combines elements of the physically consistent cluster approach with the conventional capillarity approximation. 26 A kinetic theory based on the modified liquid droplet model 27 yields nucleation rates that have the same supersaturation dependence as the classical theory, but different temperature dependence, in agreement with experimental observation. Despite the significant theoretical advance that the physically consistent cluster approach represents, it is only applicable to dilute supercooled vapors.
The above advances have been limited to nucleation of liquids from vapors. A very important development that is not restricted to vapor-liquid nucleation is density functional theory. In this approach, pioneered by Oxtoby and co-workers, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] one obtains the free energy barrier to nucleation by locating the stationary condition of the inhomogeneous grand potential with respect to the density profile across the interface between the bulk metastable phase and the nucleus of the stable phase. Although it is a continuum theory, the length scales over which this approach has been applied are microscopic. Calculations for bubble nucleation in stretched 29 liquids have shown that nonclassical effects are much more pronounced in bubble nucleation than in droplet nucleation. An important advantage of density-functional theory is that it predicts, correctly, a vanishing free energy barrier at the spinodal. However, the spherical nature of the critical nucleus is assumed at the outset, and this is an important limitation of the theory, especially at high superheatings.
Computer simulation has played an important role in furthering the fundamental understanding of the microscopic basis of nucleation and its eventual translation into a sound theoretical framework. Early Monte Carlo simulation studies investigated the free energies of liquidlike clusters. 34, 35 These studies, along with more recent simulations, 36 have clarified the notion of a physically consistent cluster. Modified microcanonical molecular dynamics has been used with some success to study vapor-liquid nucleation. 37, 38 Recently, a simulation methodology based on linear response theory has been applied by Frenkel and co-workers to predict nucleation rates. Their approach consists of dividing the overall problem into a thermodynamic and a rate calculation. The thermodynamic calculation, whose purpose is to compute the free energy barrier to nucleation, consists of umbrella sampling Monte Carlo. It has been applied to crystal nucleation from supercooled liquids [39] [40] [41] [42] and to liquid nucleation from supercooled vapors. [43] [44] [45] [46] The thermodynamic calculation also leads to the identification of the critical nucleus. The kinetic part of the calculation involves performing molecular-dynamics simulations starting at the top of the free energy barrier and computing transmission coefficients. 41, 42, 46 Just as nucleation theories have focused mainly on liquid droplet formation from supercooled vapors, so too have the majority of computer simulation studies. In particular, there have been few computational studies of homogeneous bubble nucleation. 29, 47 Corti and Debenedetti studied the superheated Lennard-Jones fluid using the restricted and voidconstrained ensembles. 48, 49 These constrained simulations investigated the effect of restricting the magnitude of density fluctuations or the size of voids on the structure and thermodynamics of the superheated liquid, which was effectively prevented from phase-separating. In Ref. 48 umbrella sampling simulations were performed on small systems to examine the height of the free energy barrier and the transition from nucleation to spinodal decomposition. Together with subsequent studies, 50 showing the importance of investigating the statistics of fluctuating void space in the superheated liquid, these investigations [48] [49] [50] provide the basis of the present work.
In this paper, we investigate the free energy barriers to nucleation in the liquid-vapor transition in the LennardJones fluid. We also apply a statistical geometrical analysis to study the voids and cavities that form in the superheated liquid. This work is part of an ongoing project aimed at improving our current understanding of the energetics, kinetics, and microscopic mechanisms of homogeneous nucleation in superheated liquids through molecular-based computer simulations. The paper is structured as follows. Section II explains the strategy to calculate free energy barriers, and the details of its implementation are given in Sec. III. Results are presented and discussed in Sec. IV. The main conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented in Sec. V.
II. UMBRELLA SAMPLING
In order to investigate free energy barriers to bubble nucleation, it is necessary to examine infrequently sampled, high-energy configurations. The technique used to accomplish this is umbrella sampling Monte Carlo, developed by Torrie and Valleau. 51 Although fluctuations become more infrequent as the size of the system is increased, in umbrella sampling this problem is circumvented by biasing the system to sample rare fluctuations. However, the identification of the resulting free energy barrier with the work of formation of a single critical nucleus is a more subtle point, requiring in principle the formation of a well-defined nucleus in an otherwise unperturbed bulk. The present work represents a first step towards addressing this question for the liquid-vapor transition.
The basic idea can be illustrated, for the case of interest, by assuming that there exists an order parameter, ⌽, that characterizes the evolution of a system as it changes from a superheated liquid to a vapor. Then, in the isothermalisobaric ͑NPT͒ ensemble, the probability density of finding the system in a state with order parameter ⌽* is
where U(q N ) is the potential energy of interaction between molecules in the system, P ext is the applied external pressure, ␤ is (k B T) Ϫ1 , and ␦(x) is the Dirac delta function. The integration in Eq. ͑3͒ is carried out over all possible values of system volume, V, and all possible values of molecular coordinates, q N . The Gibbs energy is given by
where Q NPT is the isothermal-isobaric partition function. 52 From this, it can be seen that the free energy can be expressed as a function of the order parameter, G(⌽)
where c is a constant, whose value is not important for present purposes, since we are only concerned with free energy differences. The task of calculating G(⌽) reduces to the calculation of P(⌽), given in Eq. ͑3͒. We note that P(⌽) is an equilibrium property of the system. If one were to use conventional Metropolis Monte Carlo 53 to calculate this probability distribution, one would find that the statistics so gathered are only successful in describing the system in its metastable superheated liquid phase and stable gas conditions, but not in the intermediate states traversed in going from a metastable to a stable condition. This is so because in the Metropolis algorithm, the probability of sampling high-energy configurations, being governed by the Boltzmann factor, is small, resulting in poor statistics for intermediate values of density, such as are of interest here. In order to sample high-energy configurations efficiently, we multiply and divide Eq. ͑3͒ by a biasing function, ͑⌽͒
Introducing ͑⌽͒ allows one to calculate equilibrium properties while sampling from a non-Boltzmann probability distribution, (⌽)exp͕Ϫ␤͓U(q N )ϩ P ext V͔͖, no matter how unphysical the biased distribution might be. Essentially, one is simply biasing the simulation to explore infrequently sampled regions of phase space, and then correcting for the bias at the end. The correction that must be applied can be seen more clearly by expressing Eq. ͑6͒ in the following manner:
where the ͗ ͘ denotes average quantities as determined using the biased distribution. The biasing function is chosen so that sampling is performed within an order parameter window of width ⌬⌽. Thus, a series of umbrella sampling runs are performed on several adjacent order parameter windows to obtain an entire free energy curve. The size of the sampling windows need not be uniform, and the windows can overlap if desired. Within each window, the relative free energy curve is calculated by Monte Carlo simulation and then curve-fitted to a polynomial in ⌽. The free energy curves from adjacent windows are then ''linked'' by adjusting the value of the constant in the curve fit. One can think of this series of simulations as the computational equivalent of moving the system reversibly in order parameter space so that all of the important states in configuration space are well sampled as the phase transformation takes place.
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III. SIMULATION DETAILS
Nucleation experiments are normally conducted at constant pressure and temperature, and we have therefore chosen to conduct our calculations of free energy barriers in the NPT ensemble, fixing the pressure at the saturation pressure and varying the temperature to create superheating.
In order to estimate an adequate system size for the simulations, we invoke classical nucleation theory. Since the pressure in the critical nucleus is approximately equal to the vapor pressure at the bulk temperature, 55 we write, for the radius of the critical nucleus, r* r*ϭ 2␥
where P vp is the vapor pressure at the given temperature, and P is the bulk pressure. This allows the determination of the size of a simulation box necessary to hold the critical nucleus. If one assumes bulk liquid conditions, then a conservative estimate for the system size can be made. These calculations are shown in Fig. 1 , from which it follows that the higher the saturation temperature, the smaller the required system size, for a given supersaturation. The inset to Fig. 1 shows the conditions simulated in this work. The sample size was chosen to be 3500 Lennard-Jones atoms. This is the number of atoms that will hold a critical nucleus at 8.2% superheating, using a reduced saturation pressure ( P*ϭ P 3 /⑀) of 0.0463. Interactions were truncated beyond a distance equal to one-fifth of the simulation box length, and this truncation was compensated by using a long-range correction. 52 A vectorized version of a linked-cell list 52 was implemented to speed up the simulations.
The relevant order parameter that characterizes the system as it changes from liquid to vapor is the reduced number density, , which can be conveniently expressed as follows:
where liquid and gas are the reduced number densities of the coexisting liquid and vapor phases at the saturation pressure (ϭN 3 /V). At the chosen saturation conditions, liquid and gas are 0.633 and 0.047 78, respectively. ⌽ ranges from zero in the liquid phase to unity in the vapor phase. Note that this is a global order parameter, and it does not specify anything a priori regarding the internal structure of the system. Local order parameters have been used in free energy barrier calculations of liquid droplet and crystal nucleation. [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] They have the advantage of providing an unambiguous interpretation of the free energy barrier as the reversible work needed to form a single critical nucleus. Corti and Debenedetti 49 used a local and quantitative measure of void space in their study of the superheated LennardJones fluid. They measured the largest sphere that could be inserted in a void without overlapping with the surrounding atoms. Work is in progress on the efficient implementation of this type of local order parameter for the bubble nucleation problem, in particular on its generalization from voids to bubbles. Here, we report on umbrella sampling simulations that employ the bulk density as a global order parameter, and we present a possible local order parameter definition in Sec. V.
Within each order parameter sampling window, the umbrella sampling simulations were conducted as follows. We define a sampling window as ⌽*Ϯ͑⌬⌽/2͒. For each sampling window, an initial random configuration corresponding to ⌽* was generated. Each configuration was then equilibrated for 2500 MC cycles. One cycle in the equilibration period consisted of each molecule being subjected to a trial move. The percentage of accepted molecule moves was maintained at ϳ50%. Statistics were then gathered over 35 000 MC cycles, in which volume displacements were conducted with the same probability as molecule displacements. In the production portion of the simulation, one cycle consisted of N trial molecule displacements and N trial volume displacements, where N is the number of molecules in the system. The percentage of accepted atom displacements was maintained at ϳ50%, while the percentage of accepted volume displacements was maintained at ϳ75% to obtain sufficient statistics within the order parameter sampling window. The relative free energy curves from each sampling window were fitted to third degree polynomials and the constant in the polynomial adjusted such that curves from adjacent windows fitted smoothly.
The biasing function, ͑⌽͒, was chosen to be of the following form within each sampling window:
͑10͒
The logarithm of Eq. ͑10͒ is a parabola, which we demand to be concave down. ⌽ max is the location of the parabola's maximum, b adjusts the width of the sampling window, and a is a constant, whose value is chosen for numerical convenience. Adjustment of b and ⌽ max biases the simulation to preferentially sample configurations within the desired order parameter window.
In the following section, we present simulation results that are in satisfying agreement with expected thermodynamic trends, such as a decreasing free energy barrier with increasing temperature, and stability loss in the spinodal region. Relatively large system sizes ͑3500͒ were employed to this end. However, because the simulations use a global order parameter, both the sample size dependence of the calculated free energy barriers and their difference, if any, with respect to values obtained using a local order parameter need to be investigated systematically. Work is in progress on both these questions.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in the inset to Fig. 1 , free energy barrier calculations were performed at five different temperatures, or superheatings, at a fixed external pressure P*ϭ0.0463. The calculated free energy curves at 8.2%, 9.1%, and 10% superheating are shown in Fig. 2 . The location of the free energy minimum and maximum for each curve is given in Table I , as are the calculated values of the free energy barrier from simulation and classical theory. In a simulation, the free energy barrier is simply the free energy difference between the maximum and the minimum along a constant superheating curve. The free energy minima in Fig. 2 are only local metastable minima, the global minimum being located at ⌽ϭ1, which corresponds to the gas phase. Using the equation of state of Johnson et al., 56 we have verified that the density corresponding to the local free energy minimum is the density of the liquid at the given pressure and temperature. It can be seen from Table I and Fig. 2 that the free energy barrier to nucleation decreases as the thermodynamic driving force ͑su-perheating͒ increases. Furthermore, the local free energy minimum shifts towards lower densities upon increased superheating, reflecting the fact that the liquid's density decreases upon isobaric heating. Both of these trends are in accord with thermodynamic expectations. At present, it is not possible to tell whether the agreement with classical FIG. 2. Free energy curves calculated by umbrella sampling for the Lennard-Jones fluid at superheatings, (TϪT sat )/T sat , of 8.2%, 9.1%, and 10.0%. The x axis is the bulk density order parameter, defined in Eq. ͑9͒; it equals zero for the saturated liquid and is unity for the saturated vapor. One of the important limitations of classical nucleation theory is that it predicts a positive free energy barrier at the spinodal. Theories that appropriately take into account the nonuniform nature of the interface between the embryo and the bulk metastable fluid, on the other hand, correctly distinguish between unstable and metastable states. Examples of this are density functional theory and the van der WaalsCahn-Hilliard theory of interfaces. 19, 20 In order to study the behavior of the free energy barrier at large superheatings, we first performed umbrella sampling simulations at a temperature in the unstable region of the Lennard-Jones liquid, using a superheating of 12%. As shown in Fig. 3 , there is no free energy barrier under these conditions. This is consistent with the fact that within the unstable region the phase transition occurs by spinodal decomposition, that is to say, by the spontaneous growth of density fluctuations exceeding a critical wavelength. No barrier crossing is required in this case.
Using the Johnson et al. 56 equation of state, the spinodal temperature at the given pressure was determined, and was found to correspond to 11% superheating. The free energy curve for the system at this condition is also shown in Fig. 3 . The inflection is consistent with the system reaching a stability limit. Comparison of the free energy profiles at 10%, 11%, and 12% superheating ͑Figs. 2 and 3͒ shows that there is a transition from metastability to instability around 11% superheating. In reality, the transition from metastability to instability occurs over a narrow range of superheatings, [57] [58] [59] the spinodal being a useful idealization that becomes exact in the limit of infinitely long-ranged interactions. A precise location of this transition region by molecular simulation is difficult because the correlation length becomes very large in this region, and calculations such as the present one become unreliable because of finite size effects. We simply note that the agreement between the umbrella sampling calculations and the prediction of the empirical but accurate equation of state of Johnson et al. 56 is very good. Umbrella sampling allows not only the thermodynamics of homogeneous nucleation to be studied, but also the nature of the pre-critical and critical structures that develop as the system climbs the free energy barrier. This is done by generating configurations during the course of umbrella sampling runs for subsequent analysis. This type of analysis has been done for vapor-liquid and liquid-solid nucleation, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] but to our knowledge not for liquid-vapor nucleation. The relevant structures of interest here are low-density regions that eventually grow to form a critical nucleus of the vapor phase. To search for such low-density regions, we focus our attention here on cavities, which we define to be connected clusters of voids. Voids are defined to be the empty space not contained within the exclusion spheres of any atom in the system. We took the radius of an atom's exclusion sphere to be the Lennard-Jones . To study cavities, we implemented our recent void analysis algorithm, 60 which not only identifies individual cavities, but also calculates exactly the volume of each cavity in any configuration of N monodisperse spheres. The reader is referred to the original paper by Sastry et al. 60 for details. We simply note here that the identification of individual voids involves, as a initial step, a dual Voronoi-Delaunay tessellation, applied to each configuration of interest.
We first examined the distribution of cavity volumes for the Lennard-Jones fluid at various densities ͑order parameter windows͒ at 8.2% superheating, as shown in Fig. 4 . The two extreme densities shown represent the system at its metastable free energy minimum ͑⌽ϭ0.14͒, and at the top of the free energy barrier ͑⌽ϭ0.473͒. The x axis gives the cavity volume normalized by the simulation cell's volume. The y axis gives the fraction of cavities with the given volume. For each reduced density, the number of cavities within a given Ϫ5 in volume fraction units was used to calculate these distributions.
size range was counted in 200 configurations, and the distribution was then normalized by the total number of cavities found in each set of configurations. We chose our cavity volume bin size to be 5ϫ10 Ϫ5 in volume fraction units. Not shown in Fig. 4 is a large single peak, approaching unity at the smallest volume fraction. This feature was observed at all densities, including the saturated liquid and the metastable liquid at the minimum of the free energy barrier ͑Fig. 2͒. It corresponds to interstitial, not connected, voids. There is a fine structure within this ''peak,'' and voids can be found with volume fractions as low as 10
Ϫ12
. However, we have omitted this from Fig. 4 because this feature does not change as the superheated liquid climbs the free energy barrier; it represents a ''background'' of interstitial voids that is present at all densities. Figure 4 clearly shows that as the system climbs the free energy barrier, a large void space begins to appear. This void space takes the form of a single cavity that spans the entire system. At each reduced density, there is a finite range of sizes that this single cavity can take, as shown in Fig. 4 . We found no cavities of intermediate sizes lying between the system-spanning and interstitial extremes. The size of this dominating cavity increases as the free energy barrier is climbed and the bulk density decreases. This trend is in accord with physical intuition, and it is this cavity that serves as the pre-critical and critical nucleus for the phase transition.
For each cavity size distribution curve, or equivalently, for each reduced density shown in Fig. 4 , we calculated the average cavity volume at 8.2% superheating. The average cavity volume was calculated by determining the total cavity volume in each set of 200 configurations generated at each reduced density, and dividing by the total number of cavities ͑including the interstitial voids͒ found in the set of configurations. This average cavity volume is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of reduced density together with similar calculations for 9.1% and 10.0% superheating. We find that average cavity volumes at the three superheatings fall on the same curve, an exponential function of the order parameter, indicating that the mean cavity volume is a function of density only. The average cavity volume, in other words, is determined solely by geometry. A similar result was found by Sastry et al., 61 for the free volume in the hard sphere fluid. In that work, the free volume was defined as the volume of the cavity that results when a hard sphere is removed from a given configuration. While statistical geometry and thermodynamics are one and the same thing for hard spheres, it is surprising to find a similar result for the Lennard-Jones fluid. The expectation is, therefore, that the influence of temperature, that is to say the deviation from purely geometric behavior, should manifest itself in the higher moments of the cavity volume distribution. Work is in progress on this aspect of the problem.
It has already been mentioned that there exists a large cavity that grows as the system climbs the free energy barrier. At the top of the free energy barrier, this cavity should be the critical nucleus for the liquid-vapor transition, and it is thus of great interest to examine its salient characteristics, which we show in two complementary ways. 62 The first approach is to identify Lennard-Jones particles as either cavity or bulk atoms. The former are those atoms whose Delaunay simplex contains a Voronoi vertex that lies within the cavity region. 60 In short, we identify those atoms that are associated with the large cavity and those atoms that are not. This is shown in Fig. 6 , where the dark atoms are associated with the single system-spanning cavity, as identified by the algorithm ͑periodic boundary conditions were used͒. The lightshaded atoms are bulk atoms. We note that the configuration in Fig. 6 corresponds to a system at 10% superheating at the top of the free energy barrier, which should contain the smallest critical nucleus of all the simulations conducted in the metastable region. Alternatively, we can show the actual cavity and remove the atoms. This is done in Fig. 7 , which shows only the central portion of the system-spanning cavity. It is clear that there exists a weblike cavity network that percolates throughout the system. This type of cavity also exists for configurations at the top of the free energy barrier at other superheatings, including 8.2%, which is as close to coexistence as we can currently simulate. These cavities are far from spherical, in all cases, and this represents a marked deviation from the picture assumed in classical nucleation theory.
For completeness, we show the cavities that exist in the equilibrium liquid in Fig. 8 . In the stable, equilibrium liquid, there is no cavity network, but several small, separate cavity pockets. These cavities grow and coalesce to form a large weblike cavity as the system climbs the free energy barrier. Thus, it might be possible to think of the process of precritical bubble growth in terms of the sequential accretion of individual cavities in analogy to the classical liquid drop model. Although this parallelism might seem attractive, the weblike character of the nonspherical cavity network is more indicative of pervasive loss of cohesion during the course of the liquid-vapor phase change. This is quite surprising, in that we have simulated a liquid under positive external pressure, and we must therefore conclude that the cavity-based analysis reveals a picture quite at odds with classical nucleation theory.
V. SUMMARY
We have shown that umbrella sampling is a convenient method for calculating free energy barriers to homogeneous nucleation of a vapor phase from a superheated liquid. For a system of 3500 Lennard-Jones atoms, umbrella sampling Monte Carlo simulations provide results that are in agreement with the expected thermodynamic trends. In particular, we find that the height of the free energy barrier to nucleation and the density of the bulk superheated liquid decrease upon isobaric heating. In addition, the technique predicts, correctly, the vanishing of the free energy barrier to nucleation upon sufficiently deep superheating, in contrast to the classical nucleation picture.
A geometric analysis reveals that in the equilibrium liquid there is a large population of small interstitial voids that are formed by local density fluctuations, along with fewer and larger cavity pockets. In the metastable, superheated Lennard-Jones liquid, we find a system-spanning, weblike cavity that grows in size as the superheated liquid climbs the free energy barrier. This large cavity is formed by the coalescence of small interstitial voids and cavity pockets. The conceptual picture that appears to emerge from the cavity analysis is one in which the liquid ''tears itself apart'' as the liquid-vapor transition takes place. This is rather different from the classical picture of spherical bubbles as critical nuclei. Our work, as well as the recent interesting study of cavities in supercritical water, 63 point to the useful insights into fluid structure than can result from a statistical geometric analysis of fluctuating void space.
Work is currently in progress on simulations with larger systems. This will allow for the investigation of the samplesize dependence of the calculated free energy barriers, as well as of the large cavities, which scaling arguments 21 suggest should reach an asymptotic size. We are also planning to study the rate of nucleation. 41 The approach which we have taken so far involves the use of a global order parameter, namely density. While this seems a natural choice for liquid-vapor nucleation, we also plan to investigate the use of more local definitions of the order parameter. Finally, we note that our geometric analysis of structure has focused exclusively on cavities, which are empty regions of space, devoid, by definition, of any molecules. In reality, of course, a bubble contains molecules, and thus, one must accordingly look for low-density structures, not just voids. A possible local order parameter for the liquid-vapor transition that reconciles the conceptual discrepancy between cavities and bubbles is the mean-squared distance between a given molecule i and its n nearest neighbors
The advantage of this local order parameter is that it allows for the presence of molecules within the developing vapor embryo. At the same time, no geometric shape is imposed a priori upon the nucleating phase. However, the choice of n, the number of nearest neighbors, requires some investigation. Our preliminary studies take the value of n to be sixteen. 64 At 10% superheating and for 3500 atoms, we calculated a free energy barrier height (⌬G/kT) of 13.6. Under the same conditions and using the global order parameter, a free energy barrier height of 10.5 was calculated. The system size dependence of the difference between these two types of free energy barriers will be studied systematically in future work. We note here that preliminary cavity analysis of configurations at the top of the free energy barrier for the local order parameter calculations also show a system-spanning cavity, which includes the low density, bubblelike region defined by the local order parameter. More comprehensive studies utilizing this order parameter will be the subject of future communications.
